Copper-Coupled Electron Transfer in Colloidal Plasmonic Copper-Sulfide Nanocrystals Probed by in Situ Spectroelectrochemistry.
Copper-sulfide nanocrystals can accommodate considerable densities of delocalized valence-band holes, introducing localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) attractive for infrared plasmonic applications. Chemical control over nanocrystal shape, composition, and charge-carrier densities further broadens their scope of potential properties and applications. Although a great deal of control over LSPRs in these materials has been demonstrated, structural complexities have inhibited detailed descriptions of the microscopic chemical processes that transform them from nearly intrinsic to degenerately doped semiconductors. A comprehensive understanding of these transformations will facilitate use of these materials in emerging technologies. Here, we apply spectroelectrochemical potentiometry as a quantitative in situ probe of copper-sulfide nanocrystal Fermi-level energies ( EF) during redox reactions that switch their LSPR bands on and off. We demonstrate spectroscopically indistinguishable LSPR bands in low-chalcocite copper-sulfide nanocrystals with and without lattice cation vacancies and show that cation vacancies are much more effective than surface anions at stabilizing excess free carriers. The appearance of the LSPR band, the shift in EF, and the change in crystal structure upon nanocrystal oxidation are all fully reversible upon addition of outer-sphere reductants. These measurements further allow quantitative comparison of the coupled and stepwise oxidation/cation-vacancy-formation reactions associated with LSPRs in copper-sulfide nanocrystals, highlighting fundamental thermodynamic considerations relevant to technologies that rely on reversible or low-driving-force plasmon generation in semiconductor nanostructures.